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California-based Pertexa Partners with MoneyQuest Corporation
of New Orleans, LA
Pertexa Healthcare Technologies is pleased to announce that it has partnered with MoneyQuest to be one of
Pertexaʼs key national sales partners. Today, fully trained members of the MoneyQuest sales force are rolling out
Pertexaʼs medical productivity tool across the US.
MoneyQuest (www.moneyquestcorp.com) was founded in 2000 by, Robert Hunter, former VP of Sales for TSI and
Britannica USA in its heyday and Tony Bonifacic, also with TSI and former Divisional Controller with International
Paper Company. The company has grown into one of the premier medical sales and distribution companies in the
U.S. with hundreds of medical sales representatives geographically dispersed across the Nation. While the company was founded in 2000, it has grown into a company with a growing national footprint in medical software and
equipment sales.
According to Cherie Brown, Vice-President of MoneyQuest, “MoneyQuest currently provides a software product
designed to maintain patient relationships while expediting cash ﬂow. Additionally, clients receive more of their
dollars, much faster, and for far less cost than they have paid in the past... as little as 5%. All MoneyQuest products
and services will enhance the oﬃce staﬀsʼ eﬀorts, while providing some much needed relief with the overwhelming
and time consuming task of pursuing accounts. It is a perfect compliment to the Pertexa team of productivity
focused products. Both companies are focused on getting clients paid more money faster”.
“I have worked with Cherie for 10 years. Early on, the MQ management team realized this is not a standard EHR
but rather, a transformative productivity tool built by Doctors for Doctors. Just the way they were trained in medical
school; easy to use like an Apple Product. I want to thank the MQ team for being willing to wait”, Kishor Joshi,
Pertexa CEO commented.
About Money Quest:
MoneyQuest Corporationʼs main administrative oﬃces are in New Orleans, Louisiana.

Money Quest has provided

small businesses and healthcare providers a proven solution for recovering past due accounts. MoneyQuest has
hundreds of representatives marketing their various ﬁnancial services products. These services now include their
MaxCollectTM product for AR, their cost segregation service providing signiﬁcant tax savings for commercial property owners along with other medical products and now including Radekal. MoneyQuestʼs MaxCollectTM initial
service is a superior alternative to expensive 3rd party agencies. The MaxCollectTM system was formed by industry
professionals with more than a hundred years combined experience. It uses the latest in internet technology, the
power of systematic follow up to provide clients with a unique system which enhances their in-house eﬀorts, which
in turn provides them with a superior cost eﬀective alternative to outside agencies.
About Pertexa:
Pertexa, Inc. is a next-generation medical technology company headquartered in Ridgecrest, California that creates
and distributes advanced technology including RITA and RADEKAL, the nationʼs leading Physicianʼs Productivity
Tool, which has been shown to increase productivity by 30%. By combining both hardware and app development
for worldwide medical use, Pertexa is an innovative brain trust, advancing disruptive transformational technologies
for an evolving healthcare environment.
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